Minutes of Full Governing Body Meeting
Thursday 10th March 2022 at 5pm
Present – Phil Jones (Chair) (PJ), Sarah Gravestock (SG), Anne Jones (AJ), Linda McQuone (LMc), David
Stokes (DS), Lorna Button (LB)
In attendance – Fiona Bolton (Business Manager), Kirsty Shaw (Interim School Leader PFS) Lisa
Tanner (LT) (Clerk),
N.B. All items discussed at any Governors Meeting are confidential.
All Confidential items under the terms of the Education Regulation will be minuted in Red in the
confidential minutes attached.
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Declarations of Interest:
PJ has been invited to become a member of Honeybourne Academy’s governing body. (He
will declare and address any potential conflicts of interest with Blackminster & Pebworth
meetings should they arise).
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Apologies:
IC and DR.
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4

5

GB did not attend.
Confirmation of minutes of the previous meeting – 25.11.2021
The minutes were agreed as being an accurate representation of the previous meeting.
Matters Arising from the Minutes:
The signing of SCR at both schools – LMC will discuss what needs to be done with the person
leading the safeguarding audit at BMS next week. She will feed back to the governing body
as to how often this needs to be done and by whom.
PJ thanked all of the governors for their recent hard work, there have been many extra
commitments such as staff interviews and meetings with LA.
Governors were appreciative of documents being sent out earlier before the meeting by
LMC.
Membership of the Governing Body - vacancies:
A Parent Governor role remains vacant as there were not suitable candidates the last
time this was advertised. LMc to re-advertise amongst parents at both schools.
Lorna Button was welcomed on to the committee as a co-opted governor. She is former
Executive Headteacher of the federation and has local knowledge too. The appointment
was discussed between PJ and LMc prior to an approach being made. Proposed by AJ,
seconded by DS and all in favour.
The Staff Governor role remains vacant. Neil Champs who will be starting at PFS after
Easter was interested but AJ challenged whether staff that are not on the SLT may be a
beneficial addition to the governing body as a true representation whilst also gaining
useful skills in terms of professional development as SLT staff might not have the same
insight. LMc will share the vacancy around staff to see if anyone would like to apply.
PJ stressed that staff are always welcome to attend meetings to share information that
may be relevant. DS raised the issue of ensuring that the EHT’s deputies are able to
stand in in her absence.
Governors are all being added to EVERY and FB will organise BMS email addresses for all.

LMc

LMc

LMc

FB
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EHT Report:
•

•

•
•
•

•
7

PJ questioned whether the new AHT for BMS will be SENDCO across the federation,
LMc replied that he will be and that he has been recruited based upon his
experience in SEN. AJ challenged LMc regarding his qualifications in SEN and LMc
confirmed that the new appointee will be undertaking the recognised training.
PJ asked if governors had received a copy of the peer on peer review and LMc
replied that this had gone out to Performance committee. DS raised his concerns
about the inconsistency in lessons and questioned how this was being addressed.
LMc explained that the Performance Committee have this in hand.
PJ explained to all governors that a quality of education review found areas for
improvement at PFS. Governors have established a Pebworth Action Group (PAG)
which will review progress and report back to the Performance Committee.
PJ asked LMc whether the LA review of PFS will be circulated and LMc will be
sending this out to governors.
Attendance issues – PJ queried if the federation uses EWO support and LMc
explained that BMS pays into the support scheme but PFS does not currently. The
PFS Office Manager has recently attended an LA training day regarding improving
attendance and will work alongside the School Leader and EHT to implement new
systems. DR is attendance governor and will monitor the situation across the
schools.
AJ thanked KS and LMc for all of the work that went into the PAG documents and
said that they were very useful.

LMc

DR

Update on Key Performance Indicators:
PJ enquired of KS what the priorities are in curriculum development at PFS. She explained
that the priority is developing a curriculum which will ensure children can reach ARE. Recent
assessments have proved difficult as not enough of the curriculum has been covered, this is
partly due to covid restrictions and partly the make-up of classes.
AJ wondered if there was a larger gap in numeracy or literacy, KS responded that it is about
the same.
A 3-week plan has been implemented which is under constant review. There is a large focus
on phonics as it underpins everything else.
PJ asked if the H&S audit had taken place yet at PFS. It has not as the school is waiting to
hear from the LA about a new date.
PJ enquired how the wider community are reacting to the changes at PFS. KS explained that
there has been some resistance to change and many people have felt unsettled so it is all
being very carefully managed. The priority is being placed on the children’s education and
working with parents/carers to implement this. KS will be able to demonstrate the results of
changes via assessments at the end of term.
AJ questioned if school reports had gone out to parents/carers detailing the children’s level
of attainment. KS and LMc have looked at a new format for reports to ensure that parents
have the full picture.
At BMS SEN progress has been seen to improve. PJ challenged LMc regarding comparisons
with the national average. LMc was able to show on a table that BMS are achieving higher
than National average.
PJ asked what the priorities and challenges are for curriculum development at BMS. LMc
shared a new document devised by the SLT, explaining ‘Intent’ which works on engagement,
rather than compliance, with learners.
PJ noted that there was some very pleasing reviews on Parent View.
A questionnaire will be sent out to PFS parents to seek their opinions and feedback.

LMc
KS
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Staffing and Performance management update:
• This was reported at the recent Performance Committee meeting.
• One member of staff requesting flexible working. SLT are following due process
whilst keeping the school’s wellbeing as a priority.
Health and Safety and Safeguarding update:
• Two reportable incidents at PFS. Appropriate procedures had been followed in both
situations. LA impressed with the level of investigation.
• Safeguarding – safeguarding audit taking place at BMS on 16th March. New AHT is an
experienced DSL.
• PFS: New School Leader and the Office Manager undertaking DSL training next term.
• AJ queried what liaison there is between police and schools when it comes to County
Lines? LMc reported that posters had been sent out to schools recently and there
are updates that come in via email.
Update on Federation Development Plan:
• PFS – governors happy with the clear, new format.
• PJ challenged LMc that a lot of points in the impact column could instead be
‘actions’. DS suggested an extra column. LMc said that she was planning on
formulating a new format based on the PFS one – PJ and LMc to work on this.

Reports from Sub-Committees:
•
•
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Minutes were completed by FB who stood in for LT, these will be circulated in the
next few days.
Budget – IB is working alongside FB and the initial budget has been put forward.
BMS student numbers are up which looks encouraging. A short FGB needs to be
organised for budget approval – 7th April at 5pm AJ questioned whether this could
be remote to allow more people to attend but it needs to be in person.

Governor visits and monitoring :
• PJ stressed the importance of in-person visits by governors rather than reliance on
school leader reports and said that it is important that staff see governors. He has
devised a monitoring overview based on good practise from DfE and National
Governors Association information. SG proposed the document, AJ seconded and all
in favour so the document has been adopted by the governing body as of this date.
• New forms have been developed for learning walks and monitoring visits.
• The LA has offered two training sessions, for free, to governors.
• A governor visit week has been planned for next term. LMc remains happy for
governors to call up and book visits at any time outside of this week should they
wish to.

PJ
LMc
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Governor Training:
• As above
•

Governor Services have offered to provide some free training based around effective
monitoring. They have proposed the following dates:

Session 1 Effective Governance for Effective Monitoring 21st June 6-8pm Virtual or Face to
Face
Session 2 Planning and Effective Monitoring Visit,5th or 6th July 6-8pm Virtual or Face to
Face
The Governors discussed the measures and procedures they currently have in place
and requested that Phil make contact with Carole Gregory thanking her for her offer and to
seek clarification regarding the content of the training. There was a wish to condense the
two sessions into one.

PJ

•
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Hopefully someone from the LA will be available to attend and explain the benefits
of remaining a maintained school in near future.
Review and Agree Annual Work Plans:
PJ has circulated a document which is a guide for governors agendas and details the calender
of commitments.
This was adopted by the governing body.
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Policies:
• Outstanding policies had been reviewed by SG and LMc. All approved by governing
body.
• Intimate care policy to be reviewed by KS. SG has identified points that need change.
• SG reminded LMc that all policies should have the new front page that was agreed
by governors at a previous meeting. Some still need to be updated. LMc to ask BMS
admin to organise this.

Confidential minutes :
Attached.

KS
LMc
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AOB:
Future term date document from LA circulated prior to meeting. All in
agreement.
SFVS to be signed off – SG will do this.
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SG

Dates for next meetings:
7th April
12th May 2022

23rd June 2022

– Budget FGB
– Performance 4pm
Resources 5.15pm
-

FGB 5pm

The meeting closed at 7.30pm
Lisa Tanner
Clerk
SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
Action
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Signing of SCR info
Parent Governor vacancy
Staff Governor vacancy
Governor BMS emails
Circulate LA review of PFS
Monitor schools attendance
PFS parents questionnaire
BMS FDP format
Intimate care policy
Ensure all policies have the agreed front page
Sign off SFVS
Make contact with Carole Gregory regarding training from LA

By whom
LMc
LMc
LMc
FB/LMc
LMc
DR
KS/LMc
LMc/PJ
KS
LMc
SG
PJ

